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Brush clearing equipment

At Great Views Brush, clearing our attitude and our Arsenal made a difference, it started with our people. All employees at Great Views must be customers and company oriented. We understand that excellence is not just a word to be thrown around, but as a value system for our company. Exceed our customers' expectations as the norm; An excellent arsenal of equipment allows
us to bring packs to serve customer needs. Whether we work for a commercial account or a private landowner, our customers have access to heavy machinery that can get the job done. Take a look below to see some of the equipment we have available for your project! Projects large or small if you want to keep your topsoil in place and even improve the mulch is the way to go
taki 110 HP CTL with mulch protection device with horse power 1. Our two compact track load machines (CTL) have very capable mulch on plants up to 5 inches in diameter, each tree up to 8 inches is possible, but these machines excel in 1-5-inch plants and mulch down to ground level. Here, too, check out the video opportunity to see these seriously crushed trees and small
brushes, our Harleman Tree Saw is one of Great View's favorite attachments for CTL machines. Great View is not a tree service with a tank truck, so we don't remove trees near the structure of any utility line, but for working in fields or saw forests, this is the best way to cut the selected. After mulchers, it is our favorite tool. will have 1 Saw for sale at the end of March. This is a
new style saw with less than 100 hours and will sell for $15,000, another useful attachment that goes out in almost every job is a brush and note grapple with this tool, our CTLs can grab and move a very large load. Whether we do a pile of burns, move notes into piles for recorders or firewood, or feeding materials with chipper grapple as an indispensable part of the tool arsenal
out the video page to see all these tools in action! Whether you take out a tree, grind a mulch or grab debris, these 13 items will turn an excavator, steering wheel, skid or other construction equipment into a land washer. The sweeping action reduces hand washing, sweeping action of Worksaver Tine Grapple sweeping debris into the tank where it belongs. When the cylinder
overcomes the spring pressure, the front rake rotates towards the tank in sweeping motion. There is a bottom of the open tine with sweeping grapples designed for handling debris, demolition, brushed stone, wood and metal. The sweeping action allows operators to pick up small materials without leaving the taxi, eliminating hand washing while leaving dirt behind. Strong adhesion
on TRK Grip Rakes's integrated hydraulic cylinder provides strong adhesion to load and evenly distribute clamping forces on both sides. On the ridge side, he can handle heavy ground penetration for pulling stone stumps and roots and can act as a recorder. The standard mounting head grapple makes it easy to transfer the grapple from the machine to the machine. Fast joints
allow for installation without riveting and mounting rigid arms. Other features include hydraulic action, full double cylinder and steel. T1 &amp; AR400 at all key points Transforming the excavator into battle ax mulch attachment for 7 to 15 tons excavators, a two-stage cutting chamber and a direct variable piston motor, Battle Ax is designed for accurate way maintenance, land
clearing and forestry applications. It is available in cutting width of 41,51 and 61 inches of depth gauge on a 17-inch diameter rotor, preventing the attachment engaging too much material in a single mortar. Available tooth options are quadco back knives and carbide teeth. Custom installation is available for all made of excavators of chest klopps to make topsoil The Clod-buster
Topsoil Screener from Burly Attachments turns piles of dirt into topsoil with grades. The pin point of the attachment is designed to use the power of the skid steering wheel to quickly fill the 3/4-yard lap. Clod-Buster's Hardox steel agitator tears clods so that dirt can pass through the screen, providing a consistent grade of topsoil at a capacity of 50 tons per hour. After screening, the
stirring rotation is reversed to throw stones and debris at the back of the tank. The rake fits into many dozer blades of Solesbee's Blade-Mounted Dozer Rakes to fit almost every dozer blade without customization, the company said. The BrushHound FX26 Defender Forestry Mulcher 21 knives are attached to the most compact excavators for use in property. and clear the right
side of the way. The serrated edge on the thumb saddle works with the thumb dug to grap and debris removal, the cutting width is 26 21 inches. The attachment requires 15 gallons per minute of auxiliary flow. The direct hydraulic drive is designed to increase energy and torque efficiency as well as maintenance. The Brushshark Tree Shear can cut trees in a diameter of .5 to 8
inches and brush quickly at ground level. It can handle all types of trees and brushes, from cedar to young seedlings. The low profile shear plate design allows for cutting along the fence line and clearing the bottom wire. It fits the skid steering wheel and most tractors with extra hydraulic scoring at least 8 gallons per minute. Machining forces in both directions Large materials
require several cycles each about 1 second, the 4-inch Blue Diamond heavy-duty brush cutter can cut up to 4 inches of material with a very reinforced deck, a 3/4-inch blade carrier and a tapered rear deck for better release and clearance. The deck is also easier to clean and thicker to handle high-stress areas. Clear-land enclosure runs on full-size skid steering wheel and compact
track load. Fat-filled drives are designed to be more reliable than oil and require less maintenance. Wire protection perimeter spool up the wire so that it can be accessed with a wire cutter. Tearing through the Bobcat tree provides a 70-inch 17-inch forest cutter, producing more mulch when handling hard and soft forests. Carbide tip teeth on rotating drums tear through standing
trees and trees on the ground can be processed into good mulch and mixed into the soil. The cutter is designed for the T750, T770 and T870 compact loaders of the company and steer skidD S850 Grab, Excavator, Scraper and Backfillota's 4-in-1 CB25 tank combines steering shift into a combined load tank for loading, holding and discarding dirt and other materials. And when
fully opened, the jaws can be dug, scraped, level and backfill the tank is 68, 74 and 80 inches wide. The invasive plant plot into the IMH Series Mulch Head, a mulch from Indeco North America, has been designed for land clearing site preparation. Managing and eliminating storm damage The mulch head is designed to fit excavators from 5 to 50 tons and use the auxiliary
hydraulics of excavators. Components and bodies consist of Hardox steel features including one-piece shafts, heavy bearings and drums for special heavy duty work. Raising large boulders, Geith heavy grapples, made to demolish, recycle and clear land, grapples with heavy objects such as broken pavements, large twigs and large boulders. They are designed for excavators
weighing 3.6 to 52.2 tons and have sizes up to 130 inches, grapples with abrasion resistant steel, replacement bearings in the main hinges, boxed cans with replacement wear plates, and their leg protection seals are compatible with both upper and double-pin mounting systems. The free spinning blades on the three-blade free swivel pull attached to the 275-pound scroll wheel
allow Virnig Manufacturing's V50 brush cutter to remove brushes and trees with a diameter of up to 6 inches. The cutter also has a valve that protects the motor and hydraulic system of the loader from rocks and other objects. Object
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